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ON SAMPLING AND INTERPOLATION BY MODEL SETS
CHRISTOPH RICHARD AND CHRISTOPH SCHUMACHER
Abstract. We refine a result of Matei and Meyer [16] on stable sampling and stable interpolation
for simple model sets. Our setting is model sets in locally compact second countable abelian
groups and Fourier analysis of unbounded complex Radon measures as developed by Argabright
and de Lamadrid [2]. This leads to a refined version of the underlying model set duality between
sampling and interpolation. For rather general model sets, our methods also yield an elementary
proof of stable sampling and stable interpolation away from the critical density, which is based on
the Poisson Summation Formula.
1. Background and plan of the article
Sampling concerns the problem of reconstructing a function f from its restriction f |Λ to a
subdomain Λ. Interpolation concerns the question of how to extend a function defined on the
subdomain. For particular function spaces, both problems are classical in harmonic analysis. We
are interested in non-uniform sampling domains arising from model sets in locally compact abelian
groups.
1.1. Function spaces. Consider a second countable locally compact abelian (LCA) group G and
its dual group pG. Fix Haar measures θG on G and θ pG on pG such that the Fourier inversion theorem
[25, Thm. 4.4.5] holds. Recall that for integrable f : G Ñ C, its Fourier transform is defined bypfpχq “ ş fpxqχpxq dθGpxq for χ P pG. We also write qfpχq “ ş fpxqχpxq dθGpxq for the inverse Fourier
transform. For a function f P L2pGq, its support is defined to be
supppfq “ tx P G :
ż
U
|fpyq|2 dθGpyq ą 0 for all open U Q xu .
Definition 1.1 (Paley–Wiener space). Let G be a second countable LCA group. Consider K Ă pG
to be relatively compact and measurable. Then the translation invariant vector space of functions
with restricted band width
PW2K “ tf P L2pGq : suppp pfq Ă Ku
is called the Paley–Wiener space w. r. t. K.
Remark 1.2.
(i) We consider relatively compact K in this article only. This severely restricts the structure
of G, as we may assume without loss of generality that pG is compactly generated in that
case, see [8, Lemma 9].
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(ii) Note that f P PW2K satisfies f P L2pGq X C0pGq and pf P L1p pGq X L2p pGq. Indeed,pf P L1p pGq follows from Ho¨lder’s inequality by assumption on K. Hence f “ qpf P C0pGq
by the Fourier inversion theorem.
(iii) A sufficient condition for closedness of PW2K in L2pGq is closedness of K in pG, see
Proposition 8.1. Note that one might remove from K measure zero sets which do not
show up in the support of any Paley–Wiener function transform.
The following subspace of PW2K will be central in our subsequent analysis, as it contains test
functions for complex Radon measures which are transformable in the sense of Argabright and de
Lamadrid [2, 26]. It is defined to be
PW1K “ tf P L1pGq : suppp pfq Ă Ku .
Any f P PW1K satisfies pf P Ccp pGq. Thus f P C0pGq X L1pGq by Fourier inversion, which implies
f P L2pGq. In fact PW1K is dense in PW2K if K is Riemann measurable, see Proposition 8.3.
1.2. Stable sampling and stable interpolation. The stable sampling condition ensures that any
Paley–Wiener function is reconstructable in a stable way from its values on a given uniformly discrete
point set. We say that Λ Ă G is uniformly discrete if there exists a compact zero neighborhood
B Ă G such that cardpΛX px`Bqq ď 1 for all x P G.
Definition 1.3 (stable sampling). Let G be a second countable LCA group and let K Ă pG be
relatively compact and measurable. A uniformly discrete set Λ Ă G is stable sampling for PW2K if
and only if there exist positive finite constants A,B such that
(1.1) A‖f‖2L2pGq ď ‖f |Λ‖2`2pΛq ď B‖f‖2L2pGq
for all f P PW2K .
If Λ is stable sampling for PW2K , then f P PW2K is uniquely determined by its values on Λ.
Indeed, for f1, f2 P PW2K we have f “ f1´f2 P PW2K , too. Thus ‖f‖L2pGq ď 0, which implies f “ 0
by continuity of f . If PW2K is closed, then Hilbert space techniques provide a linear reconstruction
algorithm, see [6, Thm. III] and [29, p. 190].
For a uniformly discrete set Λ, stable interpolation for PW2K may be described as follows: For
every square integrable sequence ϕ P `2pΛq there exists at least one f P PW2K such that f “ ϕ on
Λ. If PW2K is closed, then Hilbert space arguments are available, see e.g. [29, p. 155]. In that case
the above interpolation property is equivalent to the lower inequality below. Moreover, the upper
inequality below is equivalent to the upper inequality in Eqn. (1.1).
Definition 1.4 (stable interpolation). Let G be a second countable LCA group and let K Ă pG be
relatively compact and measurable. A uniformly discrete set Λ Ă G is stable interpolating for PW2K
if and only if there exist positive finite constants A,B such that
(1.2) A‖ϕ‖2`2pΛq ď ‖1Kfϕ‖2L2p pGq ď B‖ϕ‖2`2pΛq
for all finitely supported ϕ P `2pΛq. Here fϕ P Cp pGq is the discrete inverse Fourier transform of ϕ
given by fϕpχq “ řλPΛ ϕpλqχpλq, and 1K denotes the characteristic function on K.
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1.3. Landau’s necessity conditions. In Euclidean space, necessary conditions for Λ to be a set
of stable sampling or of stable interpolation for PW2K have been given by Landau [13]. These have
been extended to general LCA groups in [8]. The conditions are formulated in terms of a particular
kind of uniform density.
In order to compute asymptotic frequencies, one often uses suitable averaging sequences generalis-
ing balls, whose “boundary to bulk ratio” vanishes asymptotically. We will work with so-called van
Hove sequences. For their definition, consider A Ă G and a compact set K Ă G. The K-boundary
of A is given by
BKA “ rpK `Aq XAcs Y rpK `Acq XAs .
Note that BKA is compact if A is relatively compact. As BA “ BteuA Ă BUA for U any zero
neighbourhood, the van Hove boundary may be considered as a thickened topological boundary
in that case. Fix a Haar measure θG on G. The value θGpBUAq can be chosen arbitrarily close to
θGpBAq for sufficiently concentrated zero neighborhoods U , compare [10, Lemma 4.4]. A sequence
pAnqnPN of compact sets in G is van Hove if
θGpBKAnq
θGpAnq Ñ 0 pnÑ8q ,
for every compact set K in G. Van Hove sequences have been introduced by Schlottmann [28] for
model set analysis, where also their existence in σ-compact LCA groups is shown. In a more general
setting, van Hove sequences have already been studied intensively by Ornstein and Weiss [22]. Every
van Hove sequence is a Følner sequence. In Euclidean space, any sequence of non-empty compact
rectangular boxes of diverging inradius is a van Hove sequence. Also any sequence of compact
non-empty balls of diverging radius is a van Hove sequence. See e.g. [10, 23] and references therein
for further background.
Definition 1.5 (Banach densities). Let Λ be a uniformly discrete set in a second countable LCA
group G. Let A “ pAnqnPN be any van Hove sequence in G. We define the upper and lower Banach
densities
D´BpΛq “ limnÑ8 inftPG
1
θGpAnqcardpΛX pAn ` tqq ,
D`BpΛq “ limnÑ8 suptPG
1
θGpAnqcardpΛX pAn ` tqq .
If D´BpΛq “ D`BpΛq “: DBpΛq, we say that Λ has Banach density DBpΛq.
In G “ Rd and with centered n-balls An, the above densities are also called Landau-Beurling
densities, compare [8, Sec. 7]. In ergodic theory or number theory, the name Banach density is more
common. It can be shown that the lower and upper Banach densities indeed exist for any van Hove
sequence [24], compare [8] for the Euclidean case. As a consequence, they are independent of the
choice of the averaging sequence. For a lattice L in G, i.e., a discrete co-compact subgroup of G, its
Banach density equals the inverse measure of a measurable fundamental domain.
In [8, Thm. 1”], Landau’s necessity conditions are phrased in terms of certain upper and lower
densities, which we call D˘GKSpΛq. In Euclidean space, one can show D˘GKSpΛq “ D˘BpΛq using
box decomposition arguments, compare [8, Lemma 7]. In general we have D´GKSpΛq ď D´BpΛq and
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D`GKSpΛq ě D`BpΛq, see [24] for a discussion. For simplicity of presentation, we rephrase Theorem 1”
from [8] in the following form.
Fact 1.6 (Landau’s necessity condition). Let G be a second countable LCA group. Let K Ă pG be a
relatively compact measurable set. Let Λ Ă G be a uniformly discrete set. Then the following hold.
a) If Λ is stable sampling for PW2K , then θ pGpKq ď D´BpΛq.
b) If Λ is stable interpolating for PW2K , then θ pGpKq ě D`BpΛq. 
1.4. Sampling and interpolation near the critical density. An interesting problem concerns
the question which points sets admit stable sampling or stable interpolation arbitrarily close to the
above critical density value θ pGpKq. An old result for subsets of the line traces back to works of
Ingham, Beurling and Kahane. See [16, Thm. 4.3, Thm. 4.5] for the statement and a discussion.
Fact 1.7 (Stable sampling and stable interpolation on the line). Let I Ă R be an interval, and let
Λ Ă R be a uniformly discrete set.
(i) If |I| ą D`BpΛq, then Λ is stable interpolating for PW2I .
(ii) If |I| ă D´BpΛq, then Λ is stable sampling for PW2I . 
For so-called simple model sets in Euclidean space, a corresponding result has been proved
by Matei and Meyer [16, Thm. 3.2], and an extension to more general groups has recently been
suggested by Agora et al. [1, Thm. 6]. As emphasized in [12, 7], these results rely on a certain model
set duality between stable sampling and stable interpolation. This duality allows to transfer the
general problem to the line, where Fact 1.7 can be invoked.
In Theorem 7.1, we will formulate a sampling and interpolation duality for model sets in the
general framework of second countable LCA groups, where we use Fourier analysis of unbounded
complex Radon measures as developed by Argabright and de Lamadrid [2]. This setting is well
suited, since integrable Paley–Wiener functions are test functions for transformable measures. In
our proof, we follow the constructions of Matei and Meyer, but argue without Bruhat-Schwartz
functions. A central part relies on mathematical diffraction theory as described in e.g. [21, 26], see
also [27] for a recent review. In comparison to the previous results, our approach yields additional
structural insight, which results in a refined version of the duality theorem in a more general setting.
See Section 7.1 for further discussion.
As an application, we can relax the assumptions in the stable sampling and stable interpolation
theorem for simple model sets. Cut-and-project schemes and model sets will be defined in the
following section.
Theorem 1.8 (Stable sampling and stable interpolation for simple model sets). Let pG,H,Lq be a
complete cut-and-project scheme where H “ R. Let I Ă H be a compact interval and let ΛI Ă G
be the associated model set. Assume that K Ă pG is relatively compact and measurable. Then the
following hold.
(i) If DBpΛIq ă θ pGpK˚q, then ΛI is stable interpolating for PW2K .
(ii) If DBpΛIq ą θ pGpKq, then ΛI is stable sampling for PW1K , i.e., Eqn. (1.1) holds for all
f P PW1K .
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(iii) If DBpΛIq ą θ pGpKq and if K is Riemann measurable, i.e., θ pGpK˚q “ θ pGpKq, then ΛI is
stable sampling for PW2K .
Remark 1.9.
(i) Let us compare the above result to [16, Thm. 3.2] and to [1, Thm. 6]. In those references,
versions of piq and piiiq are given, where the set K is assumed to be compact and Riemann
measurable. (For piiiq, the assumption of Riemann measurability of K is not stated in the
theorems, but used in their proof, see [16, Lemma 6.1].) In our setting, the assumption of
Riemann measurability arises naturally when passing from piiq to piiiq.
(ii) The works [12] and [7] construct model sets ΛI which are simultaneously stable sampling
and stable interpolating, a problem that is intimately connected to bounded remainder
sets. In particular in [12, Lemma 2.1] and [7, Thm. 3.1], the arguments leading to [16,
Thm. 3.2] are reviewed.
In fact, our methods also allow to prove stable sampling and stable interpolation for general
weak model sets away from the critical density. This will be done in the first part of the article,
see Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 4.2. That part will also serve as a preparation for the second
part of the article, as some of the corresponding arguments will reappear in the proof of the duality
theorem.
1.5. Outline of the article. In Section 2, we review weighted model sets and introduce our
notation. Section 3 is devoted to a proof of stable sampling for weak model sets away from the
critical density. Section 4 is devoted to a proof of stable interpolation for weak model sets away
from the critical density. Although we discuss in Section 5 that our results are not optimal, we
believe that our techniques, which presently rely on standard estimates, may be substantially refined.
Section 6 discusses density formulae for model sets. This is a preparation for the proof of the
duality theorem, which uses a density formula with smooth averaging functions instead of van
Hove sequences. Section 7 contains a proof of the duality theorem for stable sampling and stable
interpolation. We conclude that section with a proof of Theorem 1.8. The last section collects some
topological facts about Paley–Wiener spaces.
1.6. Acknowledgements. The results of this article emerged from discussions during mutual visits
of the authors at TU Chemnitz, FAU Erlangen-Nu¨rnberg and TU Dortmund. The authors are
grateful for support by their faculties. CS would like to thank Thomas Kalmes and Albrecht
Seelmann for enlightening and fruitful discussions. CR would like to thank the participants of the
conference Model sets and Aperiodic Order in Durham in September 2018, where parts of the above
results were presented, for inspiring discussions.
2. Weighted model sets
In order to set up our notation, we recall relevant notions related to model sets, following the
monograph [3] where possible.
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2.1. Cut-and-project schemes and weak model sets.
Definition 2.1 (Cut-and-project scheme). Let G,H be second countable LCA groups, and let
L Ă G ˆ H be a lattice, i.e., a discrete co-compact subgroup. We then call pG,H,Lq a bare
cut-and-project scheme. If L projects injectively to G and densely to H, then pG,H,Lq is called a
cut-and-project scheme. If L projects injectively and densely to both G and H, we call pG,H,Lq a
complete cut-and-project scheme.
Remark 2.2. For a (bare) cut-and-project scheme pG,H,Lq, we will denote by piG : GˆH Ñ G
and piH : G ˆH Ñ H the canonical projections. Denseness of piHpLq can always be obtained by
passing from H to the second countable LCA group H 1 “ piHpLq. Injectivity of piG|L allows to
identify L and piGpLq. This identification will repeatedly be used below. Complete cut-and-project
schemes appear in [1], where also some structure theory is developed.
Model sets in G are obtained by “cutting from L all points inside some strip parallel to G” and
projecting them to G. An analogous construction can be used to obtain point sets in H. This is the
content of the following definition.
Definition 2.3 (Weak model set). Assume that pG,H,Lq is a bare cut-and-project scheme. Take a
window W Ă H and consider the projection set ΛW Ă G defined by
ΛW “ piGpLX pGˆW qq .
If pG,H,Lq is a cut-and-project scheme, then
(i) ΛW is called a weak model set if W is relatively compact.
(ii) ΛW is called a model set if ΛW is a weak model set and if W has non-empty interior.
(iii) ΛW is called a regular model set if ΛW is a model set and if W is Riemann measurable,
i.e., θHpBW q “ 0, where θH is a Haar measure on H.
We may take a window V Ă G and consider the projection set V Λ Ă H defined by
V Λ “ piHpLX pV ˆHqq .
If pG,H,Lq is a complete cut-and-project scheme, we call V Λ a (weak, regular) model set depending
on the corresponding properties of V .
Remark 2.4 (Elementary properties of projection sets). Any weak model set is uniformly discrete.
More generally, any projection set with relatively compact window is uniformly discrete, compare to
[20, Prop. 2.6(i)]. Any model set is relatively dense. The proof of the latter statement uses that L
projects densely to H, compare the proof of [20, Prop. 2.6(i)]. For any regular model set, all of its
pattern frequencies exist as a limit which is uniform in shifts of the chosen averaging sequence, see
also below. Weak model sets Λ are of finite local complexity, i.e., we have Λ´ Λ Ă Λ` F , where F
is some finite set. One also says that Λ is an almost lattice.
Remark 2.5 (Star map). If pG,H,Lq is a bare cut-and-project scheme and if L projects injectively
to G, then the star map
s : piGpLq Ñ piHpLq such that pg, spgqq P L
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is well defined. Hence we can write ΛW “ tg P piGpLq : spgq P W u in that case. If pG,H,Lq is a
complete cut-and-project scheme, then the star map is a bijection. Hence in that case we may write
V Λ “ th P piHpLq : s´1phq P V u.
2.2. Dual cut-and-project scheme. We recall duality for cut-and-project schemes, compare [20].
Denote by L0 Ă pGˆ pH the annihilator of L, i. e.,
L0 :“ t`0 P pGˆ pH : `0p`q “ 1 for all ` P Lu ,
which is a lattice in pGˆ pH. By Pontryagin duality, piG|L is one-to-one iff pixHpL0q is dense in pH, and
piHpLq is dense in H iff pi pG|L0 is one-to-one. Hence we can define
Lemma 2.6 (Dual cut-and-project scheme). Let pG,H,Lq be a bare cut-and-project scheme. Then
p pG, pH,L0q is a bare cut-and-project scheme, which we call the dual cut-and-project scheme. If
pG,H,Lq is a (complete) cut-and-project scheme, then p pG, pH,L0q is a (complete) cut-and-project
scheme as well. 
We write ps : pi pGpL0q Ñ pixHpL0q for the star map in the dual cut-and-project scheme p pG, pH,L0q.
In the following, given a relatively compact subset K Ă pG, we will frequently consider the projection
set
KΛ “ pixH
´
L0 X pK ˆ pHq¯ .
2.3. Weighted model sets and their transforms. Instead of working with point sets in G, it is
sometimes advantageous to consider associated weighted Dirac combs. Let us denote by MpGq the
space of complex Radon measures on G. Assume that pG,H,Lq is a bare cut-and-project scheme
and that h : H Ñ C is a bounded function such that
ωh “
ÿ
px,yqPL
hpyqδx
is a complex Radon measure. Then ωh is called a weighted model set, and h is called a weight
function. Thus any weighted model set ωh satisfies ωh PMpGq. Examples of weight functions are
arbitrary h P CcpHq and, more generally, h P C0pHq of sufficiently fast decay [15]. Another class of
examples is h “ 1W for relatively compact W Ă H. If L projects injectively to G, we then have
ΛW “ supppω1W q.
We will also consider weighted model sets gω “ řpx,yqPL gpxqδy for bounded g : GÑ C such that
gω PMpHq. If g “ 1V for relatively compact V Ă G and if L projects injectively to H, we then
have V Λ “ suppp1V ωq.
Consider the associated dual cut-and-project scheme p pG, pH,L0q. As no confusion may arise, we
will denote weighted model sets in that scheme by the same symbol, i.e., we write
ωψ “
ÿ
pχ,ηqPL0
ψpηqδχ
for bounded ψ : pH Ñ C. If ψ “ 1Ω for Ω Ă pH and if L projects densely to H, we have
ΛΩ “ supppω1Ωq.
Recall that µ PMpGq is translation bounded if suptPG|µ|pK ` tq ă 8 for every compact K Ă G,
where |µ| is the total variation measure of µ, see e.g. [2, Ch. 1]. Let us denote by M8pGq the space
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of translation bounded complex Radon measures on G. Observing that |ωh| “ ω|h|, we conclude
ωh PM8pGq for h P CcpHq or for h “ 1W with relatively compact W Ă H.
As weighted model sets are complex Radon measures, one might apply Fourier analysis of complex
Radon measures as developed by Argabright and de Lamadrid [2, 21, 27, 26]. Weighted model
sets satisfy a Poisson Summation Formula for a large class of test functions. In particular, for the
function spaces
KLpGq “ tf P CcpGq : pf P L1p pGqu, LKpGq “ tf P L1pGq : pf P Ccp pGqu ,
we have the following result.
Lemma 2.7 (Transform of weighted model sets). Let pG,H,Lq be a bare cut-and-project scheme.
Assume that h P KLpHq Y LKpHq. Then both ωh and ωqh are translation bounded complex Radon
measures. Moreover the Poisson Summation Formula
(2.1) ωhpgq “ denspLq ¨ ωqhpqgq
holds for every g P KLpGq Y LKpGq.
Remark 2.8. Here denspLq is the reciprocal Haar measure of a fundamental domain of L. It
coincides with the density of lattice points, evaluated on any van Hove sequence. Note that
denspLq ¨ denspL0q “ 1.
Proof. Note that the Poisson Summation Formula Eq. (2.1) holds for all g P KLpGq and h P KLpHq
by [26, Thm. 4.10 (ii)]. In fact, the same formula also holds for g P LKpGq and h P KLpHq. Indeed,
as ωh is twice transformable and pg P KLp pGq by [26, Thm. 4.12], we have
ωhpgq “yωh:pgq “yωh:ppgq “ denspLq ¨ ω|h:ppgq “ denspLq ¨ ωqhpqgq ,
where h:pyq “ hp´yq. Here the first equation is double transformability of ωh, and the second
equation is transformability of yωh: . The statement for h P LKpHq now follows from the above
arguments by double transformability of ωqh. 
2.4. Averages and van Hove sequences. With respect to Fourier analysis, characteristic func-
tions of van Hove sequences behave similarly to rectangular functions of increasing width in R.
Lemma 2.9. [26, Lemma 3.14] Let G be a second countable LCA group and let pAnqnPN be a van
Hove sequence in G. We then have pointwise
lim
nÑ8
1
θGpAnq
y1An Ñ δe ,
where δepχq “ 1 for the identity character χ “ e and δepχq “ 0 otherwise. 
3. Stable sampling by model sets
3.1. A sampling upper bound. For general uniformly discrete sets, an upper bound for stable
sampling is proved in [8, Lemma 2] using Segal algebra theory [25]. For weak model sets, we give
an alternative direct argument based on the Poisson Summation Formula. It yields an explicit
expression of the constant appearing in the upper bound. This serves as a preparation for the lower
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bound, where the following argument will be adapted. In the following, we denote by f ˚ g the
convolution of f and g. We will also use rfpxq “ fp´xq.
Lemma 3.1 (Sampling upper bound). Consider any bare cut-and-project scheme pG,H,Lq. Take
any relatively compact W Ă H and any relatively compact K Ă pG. Then there is a finite constant
C “ CpW,Kq such that ÿ
λPΛW
|fpλq|2 ď C ¨ ‖f‖22
for all f P PWK . One may choose C “ denspLq ¨ ω|qh|pK ´Kq, where h P KLpHq is any function
satisfying h ě 1W .
Remark 3.2. A suitable function h ě 1W may be constructed as follows. Take any compact zero
neighborhood U in H and take nonnegative ϕU P L2pHq such that supppϕU q Ă U and
ş
H
ϕU dθH “ 1.
Then h “ 1W´U ˚ ϕU satisfies h ě 1W by construction, and we have h P KLpHq by [26, Lemma
3.7].
Proof. Fix any relatively compact window W Ă H and K Ă pG. Take any h P KLpHq such that
h ě 1W , compare Remark 3.2. Consider any f P PWK . Then g “ |f |2 P LKpGq, and we haveqg “~f ¨ f “ qf ˚ qf “ qf ˚ rqf . Using the Poisson Summation Formula Lemma 2.7, we can writeÿ
λPΛW
gpλq ď ω1W pgq ď ωhpgq “ denspLq ¨ ωqhpqgq “ denspLq ¨ ωqhp qf ˚ rqfq .
This first inequality is an equality if L projects injectively to G. Now we can apply a standard
estimate, using that ωqh is a complex Radon measure and that suppp qf ˚ rqfq Ă K ´K. We obtain
denspLq ¨ ωqhp qf ˚ rqfq ď C ¨ ‖ qf ˚ rqf‖8 ď C ¨ ‖ qf‖2 ¨ ‖ qf‖2 ,
where the second estimate relies on Young’s inequality [9, Thm. 20.18]. The finite constant
C “ CpK,W q can be chosen independently of f P PWK by C “ denspLq ¨ ω|qh|pK ´Kq. 
3.2. A sampling lower bound.
Proposition 3.3 (Sampling lower bound). Consider any bare cut-and-project scheme pG,H,Lq
and assume that L projects both injectively and densely to G. Take any relatively compact K Ă pG.
Then for any sufficiently large relatively compact measurable W “W pKq Ă H there exists a positive
constant A “ ApK,W q such that ÿ
λPΛW
|fpλq|2 ě A ¨ ‖f‖22
for all f P PWK .
Remark 3.4. The following proof also shows how to obtain sufficiently large windows W . Here we
summarise the construction. Fix some compact zero neighborhood U Ă H and take nonnegative
ϕU P L2pHq such that supppϕU q Ă U and
ş
H
ϕU dθH “ 1. For given relatively compact W Ă H,
choose hW P KLpHq such that hW ď 1W as follows. For any relatively compact measurable W Ă H
define hW “ 1W zBUW ˚ ϕU . Then hW P KLpHq satisfies hW ď 1W and }hW peq “ θHpW zBUW q.
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Choose some compact zero neighborhood B Ă pH containing only the origin of the uniformly
discrete projection set K´KΛ Ă pH. Now choose relatively compact W Ă H sufficiently large such
that
1K´Kω
˜
1Bc ¨
∣∣∣∣∣ }hW}hW peq
∣∣∣∣∣
¸
ă 1 .
This is possible as
}hW}hW peq Ñ δ0 if W Ñ H in the sense of van Hove, see Lemma 2.9. Then the latter
inequality is indeed satisfied for sufficiently large W by dominated convergence. In that case, the
positive constant A can be chosen as
A “ denspLq ¨
´}hW peq ´1K´K ω ´1Bc ¨ |}hW |¯¯ .
Proof. Define hW P KLpHq as in Remark 3.4. Take f P PWKpGq and note g “ |f |2 P LKpGq.
Using the Poisson Summation Formula Lemma 2.7, we can writeÿ
λPΛW
gpλq “ ω1W pgq ě ωhW pgq “ denspLq ¨ ω}hW p qf ˚ rqfq .
In the first equation, we used that L projects injectively to G. Note that the projection set
K´KΛ Ă pH is uniformly discrete as K ´ K is relatively compact. Take any relatively compact
unit neighborhood B Ă pH containing only the unit in K´KΛ. Noting p qf ˚ rqfqpeq “ ‖f‖22 and}hW peq “ θHpW zBUW q, we can write
(3.1) ω}hW p qf ˚ rqfq “ ÿ
pχ,ηqPL0
ˆqf ˚ rqf˙ pχq ¨}hW pηq “ ‖f‖22 ¨ θHpW zBUW q ` qf˚Ă|f ωp1Bc}hW q .
In the second equality, we used that L0 projects injectively to pH, which is equivalent to piGpLq
being dense in G. A standard estimate on the second term on the rhs of Eq. (3.1), which uses
suppp qf ˚ rqfq Ă K ´K, yields
| qf˚Ă|fωp1Bc}hW q| ď| qf˚Ă|f | ωp1Bc |}hW |q ď1K´K ωp1Bc |}hW |q ¨ ‖ qf ˚ rqf‖8 ď1K´K ωp1Bc |}hW |q ¨ ‖f‖22 ,
where we used Young’s inequality [9, Thm. 20.18] for the last estimate. Summarising the above
estimates, we get ÿ
λPΛW
|fpλq|2 ě
´
θHpW zBUW q ´1K´K ωp1Bc |}hW |q¯ ‖f‖22 .
The term in brackets will be positive if W is sufficiently large. This is due to 1θHpW q ¨}1W Ñ δe as
W Ñ H in the sense of van Hove and dominated convergence, compare Remark 3.4. 
4. Stable interpolation by model sets
4.1. An interpolation upper bound. If PW2K is closed, then Hilbert space techniques are
available. In that case one can show that the existence of an upper bound for stable sampling is
equivalent to the existence of an upper bound for stable interpolation, see [29, p. 155]. Here we give
an alternative proof based on Fourier analytic arguments. These will later reappear in the proof of
the Duality Theorem 7.1.
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Lemma 4.1 (Interpolation upper bound). Consider any bare cut-and-project scheme pG,H,Lq.
Take any relatively compact window W Ă H and any relatively compact measurable set K Ă pG.
Then there exists a finite constant C “ CpW,Kq such that
‖1Kfϕ‖2L2p pGq ď C‖ϕ‖2`2pΛW q
for all finitely supported ϕ : ΛW Ñ C. Here fϕ P Cp pGq is the discrete inverse Fourier transform of
ϕ defined by fϕpχq “ řλPΛW ϕpλqχpλq.
Proof. Let ΛW Ă G be the projection set with window W Ă H. Take any Dirac sequence pvnq in G
of positive definite functions. Choose n sufficiently large such that supppvnq ` λ contains exactly
one point of ΛW , for any λ P ΛW . This is possible as the projection set ΛW is uniformly discrete.
Now take any ϕ P `2pΛW q of finite support and define fn P L2pGq X CcpGq by
fnpxq “ 1‖vn‖L2pGq
ÿ
λPΛW
vnpx´ λqϕpλq .
Note that by the support condition on vn we have ‖ϕ‖2`2pΛW q “ ‖fn‖2L2pGq. A straightforward
calculation shows qfn P L1p pGq X L2p pGq, where
|fn “ |vn‖vn‖L2pGq ¨ fϕ , fϕpχq “ ÿλPΛW ϕpλqχpλq .
Since ‖fn‖L2pGq “ ‖|fn‖L2p pGq, we can thus conclude
‖|vn ¨ fϕ‖2L2p pGq “ ‖vn‖2L2pGq ¨ ‖ϕ‖2`2pΛW q .
For given relatively compact K Ă pG, choose ε P p0, 1q and n such that also |vn ě ε ą 0 on K. This
is possible as p|vnqn converges locally to one. We then have
ε ¨ ‖1K ¨ fϕ‖L2p pGq ď ‖vn‖L2pGq ¨ ‖ϕ‖`2pΛW q .
Thus C “ ‖vn‖L2pGq{ε gives an upper bound for stable interpolation. 
4.2. An interpolation lower bound.
Proposition 4.2 (Interpolation lower bound). Consider any bare cut-and-project scheme pG,H,Lq.
Take some relatively compact W Ă H and consider the projection set ΛW . Then for every sufficiently
large relatively compact and measurable set K Ă pG there exists a finite constant A “ CpW,Kq such
that
‖1Kfϕ‖2L2p pGq ě A‖ϕ‖2`2pΛW q
for all finitely supported ϕ : ΛW Ñ C. Here fϕ P Cp pGq is defined by fϕpχq “ řλPΛW ϕpλqχpλq.
Remark 4.3. The following proof shows how to obtain sufficiently large K Ă pG. Here we summarise
the construction. Fix any unit neighborhood V Ă pG and take nonnegative ϕV P L2p pGq such that
supppϕV q Ď V and
ş pG ϕV dθ pG “ 1. For any relatively compact K Ă pG choose a function gK P KLp pGq
satisfying 1K ě gK as follows. Then gK “ 1KzBVK ˚ ϕV has the claimed properties. Now fix a zero
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neighborhood B Ă G such that the uniformly discrete projection set ΛW satisfies ΛW X B “ t0u
and choose relatively compact K Ă pG such that
ω1W´W
¨˝
1Bc ¨
∣∣∣∣∣∣
~|gK |2~|gK |2p0q
∣∣∣∣∣∣‚˛ă 1 ,
which is possible as
­|gK |2­|gK |2p0q Ñ δ0 as K Ñ pG in the sense of van Hove, compare Lemma 2.9. The
positive constant A is then given by
A “
ˆ~|gK |2p0q ´ ω1W´W ˆ1Bc ¨ ∣∣∣∣~|gK |2∣∣∣∣˙˙ .
Proof. Let B Ă G be any zero neighborhood containing only one point of the projection set ΛW .
Take any gK P KLp pGq such that 1K ě gK , compare Remark 4.3. We can then write
‖gK ¨ fϕ‖2L2p pGq “
ÿ
λ,λ1PΛW
ϕpλqϕpλ1q
ż
|gKpχq|2χpλ´ λ1qdθ pGpχq
“
ÿ
λ,λ1PΛW
ϕpλqϕpλ1q ~|gK |2pλ´ λ1q “ ÿ
λ,λ1PΛW
ϕpλqϕpλ1q p|gK ˚ Ă|gKqpλ´ λ1q
“ ‖ϕ‖2`2pΛW q ¨ ‖gK‖2L2p pGq `
ÿ
λ,λ1PΛW
ϕpλqϕpλ1q p|gK ˚ Ă|gK ¨ 1Bcqpλ´ λ1q .
The latter sum can be simplified as follows. We first note that for nonnegative h : GÑ R we have
uniformly in λ P ΛW the estimateÿ
λ1PΛW
hpλ´ λ1q ď
ÿ
λ2PΛW´ΛW
hpλ2q ď
ÿ
λ2PΛW´W
hpλ2q .
This implies that we can estimate the above sum by a Young-type argument where p “ q “ 2 and
r “ 1 via∣∣∣∣∣ ÿ
λ,λ1PΛW
ϕpλqϕpλ1q p|gK ˚ Ă|gK ¨ 1Bcqpλ´ λ1q
∣∣∣∣∣ ď ‖ϕ‖`2pΛW q ¨ ÿ
λPΛW´W
p||gK ˚ Ă|gK | ¨ 1Bcqpλq ¨ ‖ϕ‖`2pΛW q
ď ‖ϕ‖2`2pΛW q ¨ ω1W´W p||gK ˚ Ă|gK | ¨ 1Bcq .
If L projects injectively to G, then the last inequality is an equality. Collecting the above estimates,
we arrive at
‖1K ¨ fϕ‖2L2p pGq ě ‖gK ¨ fϕ‖2L2p pGq “ ‖ϕ‖2`2pΛW q
ˆ
‖gK‖2L2p pGq ´ ω1W´W p~|gK |2 ¨ 1Bcq˙ .
The term in brackets will be positive if K is sufficiently large. This is due to 1θxGpKq ¨ |1K Ñ δ0 as
K Ñ pG in the sense of van Hove and dominated convergence, compare Lemma 2.9. 
5. Lower bounds and critical density
We analyse the above method for sampling using simple model sets, i.e., H “ R and W Ă H an
interval. We will see that the method used above does not give sharp results.
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5.1. Sampling upper bound. We give an explicit upper bound for the statement in Lemma 3.1.
Choose centered intervals U “ r´u, us and W “ r´w,ws Ă H, where u,w ą 0. Define ϕU “ 12u1U
and h “ 1W´U ˚ ϕU . Then h P KLpHq is piecewise linear, and we have h “ 1 on W and h “ 0 on
pW ` Uqc. The transform of h is given by
phpkq “ {1W´U pkq ¨ xϕU pkq “ sinp2pipw ` uqkq
pik
¨ sinp2piukq
2piuk
.
We have php0q “ 2pw ` uq, and we may later use the standard estimate |phpkq| ď p2pi2uk2q´1. Due to
uniform discreteness of the projection set K´KΛ, we may assume that b ą 0 is sufficiently small
such that any translation of of B “ r´b, bq Ă pH hits at most one point of K´KΛ. Using an interval
partition of pH by shifted copies of B, we can estimate
ω|qh|p1Bc1K´Kq “ ÿ
`PN
1K´Kωp|qh| ¨ p1B`2`v ` 1B´2`vqq ď ÿ
`PN
supt|qhpkq| : k P pB ` 2`vq Y pB ´ 2`vqu
ď 2
ÿ
`PN
sup
"
1
2pi2uk2
: k P rbp2`´ 1q, bp2`` 1qq
*
ď
ÿ
`PN
1
pi2ub2p2`´ 1q2 “
1
8ub2
.
Here we used
ř
`PN
1
p2`´1q2 “ pi2{8. Hence we may require the finite stable sampling upper bound to
satisfy
C “ ω|qh|p1K´Kq ď 2pw ` uq ` 18ub2 .
At u “ 1{p4bq, the latter expression takes its minumum 2w ` 1{b.
5.2. Sampling lower bound. We may proceed similarly for the upper bound case. Choose
centered intervals W “ r´w,ws Ă H and U “ r´u, us where 0 ă u ă w. Define ϕU “ 12u1U and
hW “ 1W zBUW ˚ϕU . Then hW P KLpHq is piecewise linear, and we have hW “ 1 on r´pw´uq, w´us
and hW “ 0 on W c. We have yhW p0q “ 2pw ´ uq, and as above we have the standard estimate
|yhW pkq| ď p2pi2uk2q´1. Due to uniform discreteness of the projection set K´KΛ, we may assume
that b ą 0 is sufficiently small such that any translate of B “ r´b, bq Ă pH hits at most one point of
K´KΛ. Using an interval partition of pH by shifted copies of B, we can estimate as above
ω|}hW |p1Bc1K´Kq ď 18ub2 .
Using the Poisson Summation Formula, we thus get
ω1W pgq
denspLq ě
ωhW pgq
denspLq “ ωqgp1B ¨}hW q ` ωqgp1Bc ¨}hW q ě ‖g‖1 ¨ ‖hW ‖1 ´ |ωqgp1Bc ¨}hW q|
ě ‖g‖1
ˆ
2pw ´ uq ´ 1
8ub2
˙
.
A necessary condition for the rhs to be positive can be explicitly calculated as 2wb ą 1. Let
us rephrase this result in terms of the density of the regular model set ΛW , which is given by
denspΛW q “ denspLq ¨ θHpW q, compare Fact 6.2. Assume that K is a centered interval and that
K´KΛ has maximal b, i.e., p2bq´1 “ denspK´KΛq “ denspL0q ¨ θ pGpK ´Kq. We then get
2wb ą 1 ðñ denspΛW q ą 4θ pGpKq .
This is away from Landau’s necessity condition denspΛW q ě θ pGpKq by a factor of 4.
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6. Density formulae for weighted model sets
6.1. Point frequencies. Regular model sets have a uniform point density. This result can be seen
as a consequence of the Poisson Summation Formula, an approach employed by Meyer [17], [18,
Sec. V.7.3], [16, Prop. 5.1]. The density formula for a weighted model set ωh generalises uniform
point density of the underlying model set supppωhq, see e.g. [27, Thm. 4.14].
Fact 6.1 (Density formula for Riemann integrable weight functions). Let pG,H,Lq be a bare cut-
and-project scheme and assume that L projects densely to H. If h : H Ñ C is Riemann integrable,
then for every van Hove sequence sequence pAnqnPN in G the density formula holds, i. e., for every
s P G we have
lim
nÑ8
ωhps`Anq
θGpAnq “ denspLq ¨
ż
H
hdθH .
The convergence is uniform in s P G. 
The density formula implies that any regular model set ΛW has a uniform point density. Indeed,
then h “ 1W is Riemann integrable. For a general weak model set, only upper and lower estimates
can be given. The following result can be proved by approximation with regular model sets using
the density formula, compare [10, Prop. 3.4]. A version for G “ R was already used by Meyer in [19,
Rem. 6.2].
Fact 6.2. For any weak model set ΛW in some cut-and-project scheme pG,H,Lq and any t P H,
we have the estimates
(6.1) denspLq ¨ θHpW˚ q ď D´BpΛW`tq ď D`BpΛW`tq ď denspLq ¨ θHpW q .
In particular if W is Riemann measurable, then DBpΛW`tq “ denspLq ¨ θHpW q. 
6.2. Density formula for continuous test functions. The density formula expresses that the
weighted model set ωh has a uniform density. Indeed we have ωhpgnq Ñ denspLq ¨ θHphq where
gn “ 1s`An{θGpAnq. Below we need to compute the limit in the density formula on a sequence
of continuous test functions pgnqn of unbounded support. Such sequences may be obtained using
a Dirac sequence pvnqn in pG, as the sequence ppvnqn then converges locally uniformly to 1, see [5,
Lemma 3.4.5]. Recall that a Dirac sequence pvnqn in pG satisfies vn P Ccp pGq, ş pG vn dθ pG “ 1, and the
support of vn shrinks to zero, compare [5, Lemma 1.6.5]. We have the following result.
Proposition 6.3 (Density formula with continuous averaging functions). Let pG,H,Lq be a bare
cut-and-project scheme such that L projects densely to H. Take a Dirac sequence pvnqnPN in pG and
define gn P L1pGq by
gn “ |xvn|2‖xvn‖2L2pGq .
Then for any Riemann integrable h : H Ñ C and for every s P G we have
lim
nÑ8ωhpδs ˚ gnq “ denspLq ¨
ż
H
hdθH .
The convergence is uniform in s P G.
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The proof of Proposition 6.3 is based on a version of the Fourier-Bohr coefficient formula, compare
[26, Prop. 3.12], for continuous averaging functions.
Proposition 6.4 (Fourier-Bohr coefficients with continuous averaging functions). Let G be a second
countable LCA group. Take any Dirac sequence pvnqnPN in pG and define gn P L1pGq by
gn “ |xvn|2‖xvn‖2L2pGq .
Let µ PM8pGq be twice transformable and consider χ P pG. We then have for every s P G
pµptχuq “ lim
nÑ8
ż
G
gnps` xqχpxqdµpxq .
The convergence is uniform in s P G.
Proof of Proposition 6.4. We prove the proposition for χ “ e. The general case then follows frompµptχuq “ pδχ´1 ˚ pµqpteuq and pδχ´1 ˚ pµq “ xχµ, where ˚ denotes measure convolution. Note first that
|gn “ vn ˚Ăvn‖vn‖2L2p pGq P Ccp pGq .
The function |gn is positive definite and compactly supported, and its Fourier transform gn is
integrable. As pµ PMp pGq is transformable, we thus have
(6.2) pµ ps ¨|gnq “ qpµpδ´s ˚ gnq “ µpδ´s ˚ gnq
by the inversion theorem for transformable measures [2, Thm. 3.4] and by definition of the Fourier
transform [2, Ch. 2]. In the above equation, recall that spχq :“ χpsq. Let us consider the limit nÑ8
on the lhs. We first note s ¨|gnpχq Ñ δχ,e pointwise, where e denotes the trivial character. Indeed,
this is obvious for χ “ e, and for χ ‰ e we choose any unit compact neighborhood K in pG such
that χ R K. Then suppp|gnq Ă K for finally all n, such that şG gnpx´ sqχpxqdθpxq “ s ¨|gnpχq “ 0
for finally all n. As all s ¨|gn are bounded by one, and their compact support shinks to zero with
increasing n, we can apply Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem (for complex Radon measures)
to obtain
lim
nÑ8 pµ ps ¨|gnq “ pµpδχ,eq “ pµpteuq .
As |s ¨|gn ´ δχ,e| “ |gn ´ δχ,e|, the convergence to the limit is uniform in s P G. Indeed, using
translation boundedness of pµ, we can write
|pµps ¨|gnq ´ pµp|gnq| ď |pµ|p|s ¨|gn ´ δχ,e|q “ |pµ|p|gn ´ δχ,e|q ď |pµ|pKq ¨ ‖|gn ´ δχ,e‖8 . 
Proof of Proposition 6.3. Abbreviate c “ denspLq ą 0, take ϕ P CcpHq and consider h “ ϕ ˚ rϕ P
CcpHq. Then ωh is twice transformable by [26, Thm. 4.12]. We can now argue
c ¨ qhpeq “ c ¨ ωqhpteuq “ xωhpteuq “ limnÑ8ωhpδs ˚ gnq
uniformly in s P G. In the first equation we used that ωqh is a measure and that L0 projects
injectively to pG, which is equivalent to L projecting densely to H by Pontryagin duality. In the
second equation, we used the generalised Poisson Summation Formula xωh “ c ¨ ωqh, see Lemma 2.7,
and for the third equation we used Proposition 6.4 as ωh PM8pGq is twice transformable.
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The general case follows by a standard approximation argument. Consider without loss of
generality any Riemann integrable h : H Ñ R and let ε ą 0. Recall that K2pHq “ spantϕ ˚ rϕ : ϕ P
CcpHqu is dense in CcpHq with respect to the supremum norm. Since h is Riemann integrable, there
exist f1, f2 P K2pHq such that f1 ď h ď f2 and
şpf2 ´ f1qdθH ď ε2c . By the above result there
exists N such that for all n ě N and i P t1, 2u we have∣∣∣∣ωfipδs ˚ gnq ´ c ż fi dθH ∣∣∣∣ ď ε2 ,
uniformly in t P G. Thus, as ωf1 ď ωh ď ωf2 , for all n ě N we have
c
ż
hdθH ´ ωhpδs ˚ gnq ď ε
2
` c
ż
f1 dθH ´ ωf1pδs ˚ gnq ď ε ,
and similarly
c
ż
hdθH ´ ωhpδs ˚ gnq ě ´ε
2
` c
ż
f2 dθH ´ ωf2pδs ˚ gnq ě ´ε ,
both uniformly in s P G. Hence the claim of the proposition follows. 
7. Sampling and interpolation duality
7.1. Statement and discussion of the duality theorem. The duality theorem relates, under
suitable assumptions, sampling on ΛW for PW1K to interpolation from KΛ for PW2W . We say that
Λ is stable sampling for PW1K if Eqn. (1.1) holds for all f P PW1K .
Theorem 7.1 (Sampling-interpolation duality for model sets). Let pG,H,Lq be a complete cut-
and-project scheme. Let W Ă H and K Ă pG both be relatively compact and measurable. Then the
following hold.
(i) Take any relatively compact neighborhood K 1 of K. If ΛW Ă G is stable sampling for
PW1K1 Ă L1pGq, then KΛ Ă pH is stable interpolating for PW2W Ă L2p pHq.
(ii) If KΛ Ă pH is stable interpolating for PW2W Ă L2p pHq, then ΛW Ă G is stable sampling
for PW1K Ă L1pGq.
Remark 7.2. In applications, it might be convenient to replace piq by the following equivalent
statement. It is obtained from piq by exchanging the roles of G and H and using the dual cut-and-
project scheme.
(i’) Take any relatively compact neighborhood W 1 of W . If KΛ Ă pH is stable sampling for
PW1W 1 Ă L1p pHq, then ΛW Ă G is stable interpolating for PW2K Ă L2pGq.
The assumptions in the duality theorem may slightly be relaxed, as seen by inspecting the proof
of the duality theorem.
Remark 7.3 (Assumptions in the Duality Theorem).
(a) The assumptions that L projects injectively to G or to H are not used in the proof (i).
The assumptions that L projects densely to G or to H are not used in the proof (i’). The
assumption that L projects densely to H does not enter the proof of (ii).
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(b) If K is open, we may take K 1 “ K in (i). For general K, assume that BK is nowhere dense.
This comprises the cases K compact and K topologically regular, i.e., K˚ “ K. Nowhere
denseness is equivalent to requiring that the set of g P pG such that pBK`gqXpi pGpL0q “ ∅
is dense Gδ in pG by [11, Prop. 8.3], compare also [10, Prop. 2.12]. Thus by slightly shifting
K we may ensure K X pi pGpL0q “ ∅. In that case, we may take K 1 “ K in (i).
(c) If W is closed, we have W “W in (ii). For general W , assume that BW is nowhere dense,
which comprises the cases W compact and W topologically regular. Then by slightly
shifting W we may ensure BW X piHpLq “ ∅. In that case ΛW “ ΛW “ ΛW˚ in (ii), and
we may choose W 1 “W in (i’).
(d) Consider the case G “ R or G “ Z and assume that K Ă pG is a left-semiclosed multiband
set, i.e., a union of finitely many pairwise disjoint intervals ra, bq. In that situation one
may take K 1 “ K. This is possible as the structure of K allows to approach any left
interval endpoint in K from the right. Indeed, in the proof of part (i) of the Duality
Theorem 7.1, one may take ηn P pG – R to be ηn “ 1{n in Eqn. (7.3) to see that K 1 “ K
is a possible choice. This has been used in [12, Lemma 2.1] and generalised in [7] to the
multi-dimensional case.
Note that our Duality Theorem relates PW2K{W and PW1W {K in a particular way. This is in
contrast to the duality theorems in [12, 7, 1], which all relate PW2K{W and PW2W {K . In fact those
duality theorems are special cases of Theorem 7.1, as can be seen using Proposition 7.4 and the
previous remark.
Proposition 7.4. Let Λ Ă G be uniformly discrete and let K Ă pG be relatively compact and
Riemann measurable. If Λ is stable sampling for PW1K , then Λ is stable sampling for PW2K .
Proof. Note that the PW2K stable sampling upper bound in Eqn. (1.1) holds for general uniformly
discrete sets by [8, Lemma 2], see also Lemma 3.1 for weak model sets. It thus suffices to consider
the lower bound. Assume that Λ is stable sampling for PW1K and that K is Riemann measurable.
Fix any f P PW2K . Take ε ą 0 and choose fε P PW1K such that ‖f ´ fε‖L2pGq ď ε, which is possible
due to Proposition 8.3. By the triangle inequality we then have∣∣‖f‖L2pGq ´ ‖fε‖L2pGq∣∣ ď ‖f ´ fε‖L2pGq ď ε .
Moreover, using the upper bound, we can estimate∣∣‖f |Λ‖`2pΛq ´ ‖fε|Λ‖`2pΛq∣∣ ď ‖pf ´ fεq|Λ‖`2pΛq ď ?B ¨ ‖f ´ fε‖L2pGq ď ?B ¨ ε .
For the lower bound consider the following estimate.
?
A ¨ ‖f‖L2pGq ď
?
A ¨ p‖fε‖L2pGq ` εq ď ‖fε|Λ‖`2pΛq `
?
A ¨ ε ď ‖f |Λ‖`2pΛq ` p
?
A`?Bq ¨ ε .
As ε ą 0 was arbitrary, the claim follows. 
7.2. Proof of the Duality Theorem. We now give a proof of the Duality Theorem. Since the
upper bounds for stable sampling and stable interpolation hold in general, see also Section 3.1 and
Section 4.1 for model sets, we only discuss the lower bounds.
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PW1K1 ÐÝÝÝÝ L2p pG : K 1q§§đ İ§§
CpHq ÐÝÝÝÝ `2pKΛq
fn ÐÝÝÝÝ xfn§§đ İ§§
fϕ ϕ
Figure 1. Tracing function spaces in the proof of the Duality theorem part (i)
Proof of (i). We assume that there is a positive constant AS such that
(7.1) AS ¨ ‖f‖2L2pGq ď
ÿ
λPΛW
|fpλq|2
for all f P PW1K1 , where K 1 Ą K is any given fixed neighborhood of K. We will show that for
arbitrary ϕ P `2pKΛq with finite support we have
(7.2) AS ¨ ‖ϕ‖2`2pKΛq ď
ż
W
∣∣∣ ÿ
ηPKΛ
ϕpηqηphq
∣∣∣2 dθHphq .
The strategy of the proof consists in associating to ϕ P `2pKΛq suitable fn P PW1K1 , which will be
defined via their Fourier transform, compare Fig. 1.
Take any ϕ P `2pKΛq of finite support. We first realise that ϕ ˝ ps : pi pGpL0q XK Ñ C is finitely
supported as well. Here we use that the star map ps : pi pGpL0q Ñ pixHpL0q is well-defined and injective,
which follows from denseness of the lattice projections to H and to G by Pontryagin duality.
We consider certain L2p pGq approximations to ϕ ˝ ps. Take any sequence pηnqn of characters in pG
converging to the identity character. Take a Dirac sequence pvnqn in pG such that vn is positive
definite and define pfn P L2p pGq X Ccp pGq to be the finite sum
(7.3) pfnpγq “ 1‖vn‖L2p pGq
ÿ
χPpixGpL0qXK
vnpγ ¨ χ ¨ ηnq ¨ ϕppspχqq .
Note that the support of vn is contained in any given unit neighborhood if n is sufficiently large.
By the above results, fn :“ |xfn P L1pGq satisfies fn P PW1K1 for sufficiently large n. Note that if
pi pGpL0q X BK “ ∅, we may choose K 1 “ K.
We argue that the functions fn asymptotically provide the claimed duality. Note first that for
sufficiently large n we have
(7.4) AS ¨ ‖ϕ‖2`2ppixHpL0qq “ AS ¨ ‖ pfn‖2L2p pGq “ AS ¨ ‖fn‖2L2pGq ď ÿ
λPΛW
|fnpλq|2
by Eqn. (7.1). Let us compute that the rhs is asymptotically bounded by the rhs of Eqn. (7.2). We
have the explicit expression
fn “ ηn ¨|vn‖|vn‖L2pGq ¨ f, fpxq “ ÿχPpixGpL0qϕppspχqqχpxq ,
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PW1K ÝÝÝÝÑ L2p pG : Kq§§đ §§đ
CpHq ÐÝÝÝÝ `2pKΛq
f ÝÝÝÝÑ pf§§đ
fϕn ÐÝÝÝÝ ϕn
Figure 2. Tracing function spaces in proof of the Duality theorem part (ii)
where f P CpGq. Now consider fϕ P CpHq from Definition 1.4, which satisfies
fϕpyq “
ÿ
ηPpixHpL0q
ϕpηqypηq “
ÿ
χPpixGpL0q
ϕppspχqqpspχqpyq .
Note that f coincides on piGpLq with fϕ ˝ s. Indeed, for λ P piGpLq we have
fpλq “
ÿ
χPpixGpL0q
ϕppspχqqχpλq “ ÿ
χPpixGpL0q
ϕppspχqqpspχqpspλqq “ fϕpspλqq .
Here we used that for any χ P pi pGpL0q and λ P piGpLq, we have `0 :“ pχ, pspχqq P L0 and ` :“
pλ, spλqq P L, and further
1 “ `0p`q “ pχ, pspχqqpλ, spλqq “ χpλqpspχqpspλqq ùñ pspχqpspλqq “ pχpλqq´1 “ χpλq .
Now we can computeÿ
λPΛW
|fnpλq|2 “
ÿ
λPΛW
|fpλq|2 |vnpλq|
2
‖|vn‖2L2pGq ď 1‖|vn‖2L2pGq
ÿ
λPpiGpLq
|fϕpspλqq|21W pspλqq|vnpλq|2
“ 1‖|vn‖2L2pGqω|fϕ|21W p|vn|2q .
(7.5)
If L projects injectively to G, then the above inequality is an equality. By outer regularity of the
Haar measure θH on H and by [10, Lemma 3.6] there are windows Wε ĄW such that θHpBWεq “ 0
and θHpWεq ´ θHpW q ď ε for any ε ą 0. We can thus apply the density formula Proposition 6.3 for
unbounded averaging functions to conclude from Eqn. (7.5) that
lim sup
nÑ8
ÿ
λPΛW
|fnpλq|2 ď lim sup
nÑ8
1
‖|vn‖2L2pGqω|fϕ|21Wε p|vn|2q “ denspLq ¨
ż
Wε
|fϕpyq|2 dθHpyq
Ñ denspLq ¨
ż
W
|fϕpyq|2 dθHpyq pε Ó 0q .
In order to apply the density formula Proposition 6.3, we worked in the bare cut-and-project scheme
pG,H,Lq, where we used that L projects densely to H. This combined with Eqn. (7.4) shows stable
interpolation (i).

Proof of (ii). The strategy of the proof is similar to that of (i). We will associate to any f P PW1K
suitable ϕn P `2pKΛq of finite support, compare Fig. 2. Our computations will then use diffraction
theory of model sets, see [26, 27] for recent expositions.
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Consider an arbitrary f P PW1K . As pG,H,Lq is a bare cut-and-project scheme and pf P Ccp pGq,
we have that
| pf |2ω “ ÿ
pχ,ηqPL0
| pf |2pχqδη
is a weighted model set in pH. Fix any van Hove sequence pBnqnPN in pH and define ϕn : pixHpL0q Ñ C
by
ϕn “ 1
θxHpBnq1{2 1BnXxH ¨ p
pf ˝ ptq .
Then ϕn is finitely supported as pf has compact support and Bn is compact. Here we use that the
star map pt : pixHpL0q Ñ pi pGpL0q is well-defined, as the lattice L projects densely to G by Pontryagin
duality. Now the density formula Fact 6.1 for | pf |2ω reads
(7.6) denspL0q ¨ ‖f‖2L2pGq “ denspL0q ¨ ‖ pf‖2L2p pGq “ limnÑ8‖ϕn‖2`2ppixHpL0qq .
Here we used that L0 projects densely to pG, which follows from injectivity piH |L by Pontryagin
duality. Now the stable interpolation lower bound yields an inequality, and we show that the rhs of
this inequality is asymptotically bounded from above by the expression needed for stable sampling.
Consider the weighted model set pfω “ řpχ,ηqPL0 pfpχqδη in the bare cut-and-project scheme
p pG, pH,L0q. By standard reasoning, see e.g. [27, Thm. 5.4], its autocorrelation is γ “ denspL0q ¨ pf˚Ăxf ω,
where we used that L0 projects densely to pG, which follows from injectivity of piH |L by Pontryagin
duality. Moreover by [27, Thm. 5.4], its diffraction measure is pγ “ denspL0q2 ¨|f |2 ω, where
|f |2ω “
ř
px,yqPL|f |2pxqδy. Let us consider the normalised finite sample autocorrelations
γn “ 1
θxHpBnq pfω|Bn ˚
Č
f
Źω|Bn ,
where ˚ denotes convolution of measures, and where rµpgq “ µprgq denotes measure reflection. As
finite point measures satisfy the convolution theorem [2, Thm. 3.1], we have
xγn “ 1
θxHpBnq ¨ pfω|Bn
Ź
¨ pfω|Bn
Ź
“ |fϕn |2θH ,
where multiplication of absolutely continuous measures fθH and gθH is understood as pfθHq¨pgθHq “
pfgqθH . Here fϕn : H Ñ C is the discrete inverse Fourier transform associated to ϕn, i.e., the finite
trigonometric sum
fϕn “
ÿ
ηPBnXxH
ϕnpηqη “ 1
θxHpBnq1{2
ÿ
pχ,ηqPL0Xp pGˆBnq
pf pχqη .
We have argued that for every h P CcpHq we have
xγnphq “ ż
H
|fϕn |2pyqhpyqdθHpyq .
Note that the Fourier transform is continuous on the space of positive definite complex Radon
measures, see [21, Lemma 1.26] for the general case and [4, Thm. 4.16] for positive measures. Since
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limnÑ8 γn “ γ vaguely, we thus also have pγ “ limnÑ8xγn vaguely. Taking hε P CcpHq such that
1W ď hε and hε Ñ 1W pointwise, we can argue
lim sup
nÑ8
xγnpW q ď inf
εą0 lim supnÑ8
xγnphεq “ inf
εą0 pγphεq “ pγpW q ,(7.7)
where we used dominated convergence for the last equality. We thus have shown
(7.8) lim sup
nÑ8
‖1W fϕn‖2L2pHq “ lim sup
nÑ8
xγnpW q ď pγpW q “ denspL0q2 ¨ ÿ
λPΛW
|fpλq|2 ,
where we used that piG|L is injective. We combine this with Eqn. (7.6) and the definition of stable
interpolating:
AI ¨denspL0q¨‖f‖2L2pGq “ AI ¨ limnÑ8‖ϕn‖
2
`2ppixHpL0qq ď lim supnÑ8 ‖1W fϕn‖
2
L2pHq ď denspL0q2
ÿ
λPΛW
|fpλq|2 ,
which finishes the proof that stable sampling is implied by stable interpolation. 
Reinspecting the proof of part (ii) in the duality theorem, the following observations arise.
Remark 7.5.
(i) The argument in Eqn. (7.7) can analogously be applied for W an open set. As a result, we
have equality in Eqn. (7.8) if pγpBW q “ 0, a condition which is satisfied if BW XpiHpLq “ 0.
The latter property holds generically if BW is nowhere dense, compare Remark 7.3 (c).
(ii) By the Fourier-Bohr coefficient formula [14, Thm. 5], we have for every y P H that
lim
nÑ8
1
θxHpBnq ¨ |fϕn |
2pyq “ pγptyuq ,
which implies pγpW q “ limnÑ8 1θxHpBnq ¨řyPWXpiHpLq|fϕn |2pyq. This differs from pγpW q ě
lim supnÑ8xγnpW q in Eqn. (7.8).
7.3. Stable sampling and stable interpolation for simple model sets. Theorem 7.1 can now
be used in conjunction with Fact 1.7 to give a proof of Theorem 1.8.
Proof of Theorem 1.8. Note that by Eqn. (6.1) the weak model set KΛ Ă pH satisfies the density
formula
(7.9) denspL0q ¨ θ pGpK˚q ď D´BpKΛq ď D`BpKΛq ď denspL0q ¨ θ pGpKq .
(i) By assumption we have θ pGpK˚q ą D`BpΛIq “ denspLq ¨ |I|, where the latter equality is the density
formula for the regular model set ΛI . Now choose an interval I
1 Ą I such that |I 1| ą |I| and such
that still denspLq ¨ |I 1| ă θ pGpK˚q. Then by the density formula Eqn. (7.9) we have |I 1| ă D´BpKΛq.
Hence KΛ Ă pH – R is stable sampling for PW2I1 by Fact 1.7 (ii). We can now invoke the Duality
Theorem 7.1 (i’) to infer that ΛI is stable interpolating for PW2K .
(ii) By assumption we have θ pGpKq ă D´BpΛIq “ denspLq ¨ |I|, where the latter equality is the density
formula for the regular model set ΛI . Then by the density formula Eqn. (7.9) we have |I| ą D`BpKΛq.
Hence KΛ Ă pH – R is stable interpolating for PW2I by Fact 1.7 (i). We can now invoke the Duality
Theorem 7.1 (ii) to infer that ΛI is stable sampling for PW1K .
(iii) This follows from (ii) with Proposition 7.4. 
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8. Topological properties of the Paley–Wiener space
We collect some topological properties of Paley–Wiener spaces. For K Ă G, we denote by
L2pG : Kq the subspace of functions having support within K.
Proposition 8.1. The Paley–Wiener space PW2K is closed if and only if suppp1Kq Ă K. In
particular, PW2K is closed if K is closed in pG.
Proof. As the Fourier transform is a norm isomorphism between L2pGq and L2p pGq, see e.g. [25,
Thm. 4.4.13], the space PW2KpGq is closed if and only if L2p pG : Kq is closed. Now the claim is
obvious from the following lemma. 
Lemma 8.2. Let K Ă G be measurable. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) L2pG : Kq is a closed subspace of L2pGq.
(ii) suppp1Kq Ă K.
In particular if K is closed in G, then L2pG : Kq is closed in L2pGq. Also, L2pG : Kq Ă L2pG :
suppp1Kqq with equality if and only if θGpsuppp1KqzKq “ 0.
Proof. We proceed in several steps.
1. For all f P L2pGq the measure |f |2 ¨ θG is a finite Radon measure and in particular inner
regular: Indeed, the map CcpGq Ñ C, defined by g ÞÑ θGp|f |2 ¨ gq, is a linear functional which is
continuous with respect to the inductive limit topology, since for all compact A Ă G and g P CcpGq
supported within A we have∣∣∣θGp|f |2 ¨ gq∣∣∣ “ ∣∣∣∣ż |f |2g dθG∣∣∣∣ ď CA ¨ ‖g‖8 ,
where CA “ ‖f ¨ 1A‖22 ă 8 is independent of g. By the Riesz representation theorem, B ÞÑ
θGp|f |2 ¨ 1Bq “ ‖f ¨ 1B‖22 is a Radon measure. Because f P L2pGq, we have ‖f ¨ 1G‖22 ă 8 and inner
regularity.
2. For all f P L2pGq we have f “ f ¨ 1supppfq almost surely: Each x P Gz supppfq has an open
neighborhood Ux such that ‖f ¨ 1Ux‖2 “ 0. Each compact C Ă Gz supppfq admits a finite subset
IC Ă C indexing the finite subcover ŤxPIC Ux Ą C. Thus, ‖f ¨ 1C‖22 ď řxPIC‖f ¨ 1Ux‖22 “ 0. We
now use 1. to conclude
‖f ´ f ¨ 1supppfq‖22 “ ‖f ¨ 1Gz supppfq‖22 “ sup
CĂGz supppfq,
C compact
‖f ¨ 1C‖22 “ 0 .
3. For all f P L2pG : Kq we have supppfq Ă K X suppp1Kq: Let f P L2pG : Kq and x P
Gz suppp1Kq. By definition of the support, we find a neighborhood U of x such that ‖1K ¨1U‖2 “ 0.
Using supppfq Ă K, we have
‖f ¨ 1U‖2 “ ‖f ¨ 1supppfq ¨ 1U‖2 ď ‖f ¨ 1K ¨ 1U‖2 “ 0 .
This shows supppfq Ă suppp1Kq.
4. If K is closed, then L2pG : Kq is closed: Consider any f P L2pGq and fix a sequence
fn P L2pG : Kq, n P N, such that fn Ñ f . For the open set U :“ GzK we have
0 ď ‖f ¨ 1U‖2 ď ‖pf ´ fnq ¨ 1U‖2 ` ‖fn ¨ 1U‖2 ď ‖fn ´ f‖2 ` ‖fn ¨ 1K ¨ 1U‖2 nÑ8ÝÝÝÑ 0 ,
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where we used 2. and suppp1Kq Ă K by closedness of K. This implies U Ă Gz supppfq, i.e., we
have supppfq Ă K.
5. (ii) ùñ (i): By 3. and (ii), we have
L2pG : Kq Ă L2pG : suppp1Kqq Ă L2pG : Kq .
By definition, suppp1Kq is closed, so with 4., we reach (i).
6. Let K 1 :“ Ť
fPL2pG:Kq
supppfq. Then K 1 “ suppp1Kq: From 3. we know K 1 Ă suppp1Kq, which
implies K 1 Ă suppp1Kq by closedness of suppp1Kq. For the reverse inclusion, fix x P suppp1Kq and
any open relatively compact neighborhood U of x. As K X U has finite measure, we can use inner
regularity of the Haar measure to write
0 ă ‖1K ¨ 1U‖2 “ sup
CĂKXU
C compact
‖1C‖2 .
Therefore, there exists a compact set C Ă K XU such that ‖1C‖2 ą 0. This implies suppp1Cq ‰ H:
Indeed otherwise we would find, for each y P C, an open Uy Q y such that ‖1C ¨ 1Uy‖2 “ 0.
Since C is compact, any of the finite subcovers of C would then show ‖1C‖2 “ 0, which is a
contradiction. Because C is closed, we have suppp1Cq Ă C Ă K X U Ă K, so 1C P L2pG : Kq.
Consequently H ‰ suppp1Cq Ă K 1 X U , so that any open relatively compact neighborhood of x has
nontrivial intersection with K 1. This implies x P K 1, and since x P suppp1Kq was arbitrary, we have
suppp1Kq Ă K 1.
7. (i) implies that K 1 is closed: Assume xn P K 1, n P N, and x P G such that xn Ñ x. We show
x P K 1. By definition of K 1, for each xn P K 1 there exists fn P L2pG : Kq such that xn P supppfnq.
In particular we have ‖fn‖2 ą 0 for all n. Hence we can define f P L2pGq by
f :“
ÿ
nPN
|fn|
2n‖fn‖2 using ‖f‖2 ď
ÿ
nPN
‖fn‖2
2n‖fn‖2 ă 8 .
By assumption (i) that L2pG : Kq is closed, we have f P L2pG : Kq. Now xn P supppfq for every n,
because for any open neighborhood U of xn we have
f ě |fn|
2n‖fn‖2 and thus ‖f ¨ 1U‖2 ě
‖fn ¨ 1U‖2
2n‖fn‖2 ą 0 .
The support of f is closed, so this implies x P supppfq. As supppfq Ă K 1, this shows that K 1 is
closed.
8. (i) ùñ (ii): Use 6., 7., and the definition of K 1 for suppp1Kq “ K 1 “ K 1 Ă K.
9. L2pG : Kq Ă L2pG : suppp1Kqq: Combine 3. and 4. and the fact that suppp1Kq is closed.
10. If θGpsuppp1KqzKq “ 0, then L2pG : Kq Ą L2pG : suppp1Kqq: Fix f P L2pG : suppp1Kqq.
Using 2., the assumption θGpsuppp1KqzKq “ 0 and 1., we can write
‖f‖22 “ ‖f ¨ 1K‖22 “ sup
CĂK
C compact
‖f ¨ 1C‖22 “ lim
nÑ8‖f ¨ 1Cn‖
2
2
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for a suitable sequence of compact Cn Ă K, n P N. For all n P N, suppp1Cnq Ă Cn Ă K since Cn is
closed, so f ¨ 1Cn P L2pG : Kq. Now
‖f ´ f ¨ 1Cn‖22 “
ż
|f |2 ¨ p1´ 1CnqdθG “ ‖f‖22 ´ ‖f ¨ 1Cn‖22 nÑ8ÝÝÝÑ 0 .
11. If θGpsuppp1KqzKq ą 0, then L2pG : Kq ‰ L2pG : suppp1Kqq: Let A :“ suppp1KqzK and
fix g P L2pG : Aqzt0u. Note that for any f P L2pG : Kq we have f ¨ 1A “ 0 almost everywhere.
Therefore
inf
fPL2pG:Kq
‖g ´ f‖2 ě inf
fPL2pG:Kq
‖pg ´ fq ¨ 1A‖2 “ ‖g‖2 ą 0 ,
and we see that g P L2pG : suppp1Kqq is not in the closure of L2pG : Kq. 
Proposition 8.3. Assume that K Ă pG is Riemann measurable. Then PW1K is dense in PW2K
with respect to the L2pGq-norm.
Proof. We will use the function space K2pGq “ spantf ˚ rf : f P CcpGqu, where rfpxq “ fp´xq,
compare [2]. Take any f P PW2K . For any given ε ą 0, we define an approximation fε P PW1K as
follows. Take any Dirac sequence pvjqj in pG. As Ccp pGq is dense in L2p pGq and K2p pGq is dense in
Ccp pGq and the embedding Ccp pGq Ă L2p pGq is continuous, also K2p pGq is dense in L2p pGq. Hence we
may choose ϕ P K2p pGq such that ‖ϕ ´ pf‖2 ă ε. Choose any compact unit neighborhood U Ă pG
such that ‖ pf ¨ 1BUK‖2 ă ε. Such a neighborhood indeed exists: Choose a decreasing sequence of
compact unit neighborhoods Uk Ă pG shrinking to the identity. As K is assumed to be Riemann
measurable, we then have 1BUkK Ñ 1BK “ 0 almost surely. Then ‖ pf ¨ 1BUkK‖2 Ñ 0 as k Ñ 8 by
dominated convergence. Choose j such that supppvjq Ă U and that ‖ pf ´ pf ˚ vj‖2 “ ‖f ´ f ¨pvj‖2 ă ε.
The latter can be achieved as pvj converges locally to one. Consider nowpfε :“ vj ˚ pϕ ¨ 1KzBUKq P L2p pGq .
Note that in fact pfε P Ccp pGq, as it is a convolution of two compactly supported functions in L2p pGq.
By construction we have suppp pfεq Ă K. Furthermore, we have fε P L1pGq X L2pGq since
fε “ qvj ¨ pqϕ ˚ ­1KzBUKq
is a product of two functions in L2pGq. Indeed, the convolution is in L2pGq by Young’s inequality,
as qϕ P L1pGq and qϕ ˚ ­1KzBUK P L2pGq. Altogether we conclude fε P PW1K . Now we can estimate
‖f ´ fε‖2 “ ‖ pf ´ pfε‖2 “ ‖ pf ´ vj ˚ pϕ ¨ 1KzBUKq‖2 ď ‖ pf ´ pf ˚ vj‖2 ` ‖ pf ˚ vj ´ vj ˚ pϕ ¨ 1KzBUKq‖2
ď ‖ pf ´ pf ˚ vj‖2 ` ‖ pf ˚ vj ´ vj ˚ p pf ¨ 1KzBUKq‖2 ` ‖vj ˚ p pf ¨ 1KzBUKq ´ vj ˚ pϕ ¨ 1KzBUKq‖2
“ ‖ pf ´ pf ˚ vj‖2 ` ‖vj ˚ p pf ¨ 1BUKq‖2 ` ‖vj ˚ pp pf ´ ϕq ¨ 1KzBUKq‖2
ď ‖ pf ´ pf ˚ vj‖2 ` ‖vj‖1 ¨ ‖ pf ¨ 1BUK‖2 ` ‖vj‖1 ¨ ‖p pf ´ ϕq ¨ 1KzBUK‖2
ď ‖ pf ´ pf ˚ vj‖2 ` ‖ pf ¨ 1BUK‖2 ` ‖ pf ´ ϕ‖2 ď 3ε ,
where we used Young’s inequality in the fourth line. As ε ą 0 was arbitrary, this proves the claim of
the proposition. 
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